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This project is about finding the optimal path to 
successfully implement SAP in a corporate environment where 
it is complicated by mergers and acquisitions. 
Implementing SAP as an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
solution is a significant undertaking in itself bringing 
about major organizational change and the way people 
execute their daily work activities. However, when the 
business environment is continually changing with the 
addition of new businesses, it renders the SAP 
implementation goal to be a moving target. ' Using general 
ERP literature,' critical success factors were examined and 
summarized to create an ERP model called the Technology 
Delivery Model. This model was decomposed into major ■ 
components of process, people and technology. To better 
analyze this complex business problem, the method of Case 
Research will be used to determine critical success factors 
from six cases where SAP was implemented and classify each 
critical success factor against the model. Then the merger 
and acquisition environment is examined with respect to ERP 
implementations as well as factors that are specific to SAP 
software.
iii
The conclusion drawn is that ERP implementation 
success is most dependent upon the process and people 
components of the model based upon the critical success 
factors taken from the cases and the general ERP 
literature. Finally, sixteen questions based on ERP and 
SAP specific critical success factors are listed as a 
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1 Purpose of the Project
[ "Disney buys Pixar." (La Monica, 2006)
i r
■ "Oracle takeover: It's a wrap." (Kawamoto, 2005)
I
■ "Dow, Nasdaq Finish on High Note As Investors Welcome
| "Possibility of Increased Merger Activity."
I (Martinez, 2006)i
It is not unusual to find Mergers & Acquisitions inI
j the.Jieadlines. With Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A's)
II' becoming increasingly common, it has become necessary for
I
1 those making decisions within a M&A environment to better
| understand the problems that occur so that effective
iI solutions can be developed. On the surface, it sounds
I
I simple. Just combine computer systems, merge a few
I
' departments, use sheer size to force down the price of
I . supplies and the merged giant should be more profitable
I .than its parts. However, in practice, things can goII
1 astray. ("The Basics of Mergers and Acquisitions" 2006)
I . This case will examine the activity of combining computer
systems in a M&A environment.
1
In 2005, a privately held supplier for a home 
improvement retailer was acquired. The retailer employs 
M&A as a business strategy to create synergies by 
leveraging existing corporate functions and infrastructure 
and disintermediating suppliers (cutting out the middle 
men). The business benefit of this practice is that it 
significantly reduces operating costs, thereby maximizing 
profits. Another benefit is the reduction of barriers to 
entry in markets the parent company is not presently in or 
is weak in because "already established" businesses in 
those target markets are acquired. The case will refer to 
the private company as the "acquisition target company" and 
the home improvement retailer as the "parent company".
One functional area significantly affected by the M&A
)
was the information systems. Information systems are like 
the nervous system is to the human body connecting various 
organs and muscles to help produce important bodily 
functions. Similarly, information systems connect various 
functional departments from manufacturing all the way down 
to accounting to allow companies to function in an 
integrated manner and more efficiently. This integration 
prevents department information system silos which would 
otherwise require scores of clerks to enter redundant data 
2
i repeatedly to the various department information systems so
I that they could all interface with each other costing
(massive amounts of time and money. As is typical in a 
(large company, ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) software 
[runs the business and integrates functional departments 
together. This is accomplished by having a common database
I
II structure and processes that feed common data to each
idepartment that uses it. Soon after the acquisition of the 
'privately held supplier was completed, there was pressure
i
1 from the Divisional Vice President of Information
I
'Technology to convert the current ERP system, which was JD
I Edwards, to SAP. SAP was the ERP platform used to run. the
i
corporate business functions of the parent company.
I
1
I SAP is one of two major players in the ERP market with
;the other major competitor being Oracle. Ironically, in 
|the last two years that market has undergone some
Consolidation itself. JD Edwards, which is known for its 
■Supply Chain and Financial modules, was once a major player 
I until it was acquired by PeopleSoft in 2003. PeopleSoft, a 
imajor ERP vendor specializing in Human Resources (HR) 
I software, was also acquired by Oracle in 2004 after a 
,bitter takeover. Since then Oracle has consumed other
I companies such as Siebel, a Customer Relationship
3
Management (CRM) software player and Retek, a retail 
vendor. SAP has also entertained merging with the biggest 
software player of all, Microsoft. However, that union 
never materialized. (Kawamoto, 2004) Therefore, there are 
now only two major players in the ERP market. Initially, 
Microsoft acquired mid-tier vendors such as Great Plains 
and Navistar to form Microsoft Dynamics in an effort to 
gain entry into the ERP market. However, it will be a 
couple of years before Dynamics becomes a formidable force 
with offerings that Fortune 500 companies would risk 
migration efforts for. The net effect of this industry 
consolidation is that it forces managers in charge of ERP 
|systems to choose between the two that are left, either 
I Oracle or SAP.
I
I
Scope (Description) of the Project
This project will be focusing on the business problem 
of integrating information systems within a M&A 
organization, in this case to a SAP platform. SAP is the 
platform the parent company uses to run its corporate 
business functions. The parent company will be used as a 
case sample of the complexity of implementing and
4
[maintaining an ERP system, when the implementation is
|complicated by M&A.
I
i Significance of the ProjectI
I
I The exploration of this case should help the reader to
I
(better understand the- critical success factors (CSF's)
[necessary to implement and successfully maintain well- 
integrated information systems in an organization that is
I continually growing through mergers and acquisitions of
I
other businesses. There are many failures of implementing
ERP systems due to its complexity and the fact that the
i
I very nature of ERP itself impacts many departments and
[
I business processes. For example, if a process such as
I
invoicing is skipped in the Sales Module, the Gross Revenue 
in the Financial module reported for that day will be
i
|understated. In addition, a M&A organization is
continually changing which renders 'process design' of ERP
i|a 'moving target' making implementation more challenging
i
[than it already is. Given the combined challenge of the
! software tool itself and the business environment, an
I
ioptimal strategy of implementing SAP in a company that is










j To help uncover an optimal strategy, a model has been
I
[developed which succinctly decomposes ERP implementation
into its major components of process, people and
[technology. Within each component are additional sub- 
I




section will be devoted to the
model as well as an explanation of the
|model itself. The model will then be validated by
each
each
[reviewing SAP cases of success and failure and how
1 '
jcase fits against the model. The CSF's taken from
I
lease will then be summarized with the conclusion drawn that
I
I
[CSF's are primarily in process and people. The optimal
I
I path to successfully implementing SAP has been determined 
by using this model and strategies specific to SAP in the 
jRecommendation section. Thus, the value of this project 
[is to provide a template of successful ERP implementation 
I
]strategies that can be used in a business environment that
I is continually changing. .
I
I
j Limitations of the Project
| One of the potential solutions of integrating 
information systems in a large company is to standardize on
more than one platform. For example, the parent company 
i
6
has also acquired a supply company based in Florida that 
runs on Oracle's ERP system. Perhaps, a potential solution 
would be having SAP run for some business units and Oracle 
for others. This project will not discuss the pros and 
cons of such an alternative. The project will assume that 
eventually all business units will migrate to a SAP 
platform.
A second limitation of the project is that the results 
were based on a qualitative analysis of the six cases, not 
a quantitative analysis using statistical methods. 
Therefore, the results are general rather than 
statistically significant. A quantitative analysis would 
require more than six cases to be analyzed to meet 
statistical requirements, particularly in a doctoral 
program. However, the scope of this project is limited to 
a masters program.
Other limitations of the project is the exclusion of 
return on investment (ROI) as a measure of ERP failure or 
success. ROI is not analyzed as each company has different 
variables and unique qualities that make one consistent 
method impossible.
An ERP implementation is considered a failure if most 
of its expected functionality is not used. (Barton, 2001)
7
'Therefore, ERP success is a system that is fully utilized





' REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATUREi
' An ERP implementation consists of process, people and
^technology where the conclusion drawn for success is
i .
Iprimarily in process and people. Undertaking an ERP
i
I implementation is risky to begin with because it involves
[significant process changes that affect the entire
iorganization which includes people. After all, it is the
i'software that runs the business. What happens when you
I throw M&A into the mix? It makes the planning for ERP more 
idifficult with change on top of change. Given this added 
'complexity, the project will uncover optimal strategies of
1ERP success in a M&A environment. ERP was defined earlier
i
iin the introduction. However, it is important to note itsi
I
I implications with regard to organizational change. ERP is
:a packaged solution containing long complicated 
interrelated code which executes set processes. In order
i
I for businesses to benefit from the ERP solution, it
i requires businesses to change their proven processes to fit
i
.the software. This compromise can be costly particularly
| if the business processes being changed had allowed the
9
Ibusiness to have a competitive advantage in the first
(
[place. (Nah, Lau and Kuang, 2001)
This begs the question that if the parent company 
iacquires companies based on their business practices why
I
jwould the parent want its target companies to migrate to a 
|new platform and potentially undermine the competitive
I
advantages from target companies' existing business
i
|practices? The answer is that the parent company wants to 
I eliminate any redundant functions to achieve cost-savings 
(and have the ability to make decisions on the big picture.
I
iFor example,, if the parent company has acquired companies
i
[with different supply chain systems and wants to have one 
(department that makes procurement decisions for all items, I
I
'it needs to consolidate its different supply chain systems 
and represent the same item consistently throughout these 
systems. However, there needs to be a balance between the 
need to eliminate redundancies and the need to sustain 




( The Technology Delivery Model can help develop this
i
ibalance. The model uses literature (Donovan, 2001c) to 
break an ERP implementation into its major component parts 
of process, people and technology. It also incorporates 
10
Enterprise Architecture in its framework. (Carbone, 2004) 
lit then uses the Information Architecture of IT Governance
i
|to build cohesion in the ERP implementation process using 
Ipolicies, principles, supporting models and standards.
I (Coulson, 2006)
I
J Past failed SAP implementations such as Hershey Foods
> (Carr, 2002), Hewlett Packard (Chaturvedi, 2005a), Manco 
(Mashari and Zairi, 2000) and Nestle USA (Worthen, 2002)
I|identify missing links within the Technology Delivery Model 
I
[that caused ERP failure. On the other hand, successful SAP 
implementations such as Nike (Chaturvedi, 2005b) and BPCL 
! (Subhadra, 2003), validate CSF's necessary for ERP success 





■ The methodology conducted is analysis using case
research. Existing literature will be reviewed on ERP 
'systems in general to help formulate a model for success 
galled the Technology Delivery Model.
I
Six cases of SAP implementations will be analyzed for 
root causes of failure and success. Each case will start 
jwith a background section which explains why the ERP 
Implementation was needed and describes the resulting ERP
I
|implementation failure or success. This will be followed 
by a brief section explaining the similarities in business
i
[process and environment to the parent company. The last 
'section will analyze each root cause of success/fallure and
I
|then compare it against the model to organize each criticalII
[success factor in terms of process, people and technology.
. In the final analysis, a checklist of questions will







, How the General Enterprise Resource Planning
! Literature Led to Development of the
I Technology Delivery Model
i
I
I Donovan (2001c) states that it is in the preparation
'of process and people that determines whether an ERPIII[implementation is successful or not. If that is the case, 
'what other factor or factors did Donovan imply which do not 
I ■
[represent a critical success factor. First of all, the 
jdefinition of an ERP implementation needs to be understood, 
jlf defined in its most basic form, an ERP implementation is 
i
[about the process of Technology Delivery. Someone delivers 
i[a "product" to a customer. The someone can either be a
I





Software Program = Product
Developer Delivers End Users = Customers
Figure 1: Technology Delivery Process Example
Delivering a "product" can be developing or 
configuring a program. Developing or configuring in its 
most generic form would be considered a "process". The 
"product" would be essentially technology in the form of a 
program, software and/or infrastructure. (See Figure 2.)
Process = Developer 
Creates Code
Software Program = Product
Figure 2: Technology Creation Process Example
Project team, developers and customers would be the
considered the "people" component of the Technology
14
Delivery process. So Donovan implied that regardless of
I
[the ERP software package (technology) , it was mainly howI
I
[well the organization prepared its people and processes
i
that determined its degree of success.
Therefore, in its most basic form Technology Delivery 
is about people, process and technology.
i j • people (IT and business project team) who
I
perform a process to deliver or create 
technology
• people (end users) who perform a process to
i ■ 
j use the technology
I
If ERP critical success factors are primarily 
determined by its people and process components, what in 
these two components need to be done to ensure ERP success? 
j The answer lies in having a plan that ensures that its
I
people and process are adequately prepared for the 
significant changes in processes that ERP brings about.
i
There are three levels of planning instruments: 








Figure 3: Planning Process of Technology Delivery
(3 Levels)
Plans
Having a strategic plan sets the direction in which
you want your business to run. It is really the highest
level of planning in the hierarchy. Everything else below
it is determined.by how you want the business to run. For
example, a CEO can set a strategic direction such that the
business is going to expand in new markets through
16
I
[acquisitions with the requirement that these acquisitions 
merge with the rest of the company readily without a 
[significant drop in service levels. That sets the stage 
,for the next level of planning in the hierarchy, which are
i
.the architectures. Architectures set the targets, that is,
i[the target toward which IT is striving. They include
i
'things like business process changes, product & standard 
[changes, application styles, data integration, transition 
[tools, cost improvements and manageability. In otherI
[words, the "to be" state of data structures, business 
jProcesses, application logic, network structures, etc. that 
[are defined that help achieve the Strategic plan. In
I
addition to establishing where IT is going, architectures
i
;describe how all the necessary structures will all fiti
i
I together.II
i An Information Architecture (Figure 4) is a framework
ifor decision making in business, information systems and
itechnology that comprises these components: policies, 
[principles, supporting models and standards. (It is shown
as encompassing both technology and process.) The
I
ipolicies, principles, supporting models and standards 
components help facilitate IT governance across the data,
i
! process and technology layers of the enterprise
17
l(organization) to ensure that each layer communicates 






I Figure 4: Planning Process of Technology Delivery
I(Architectures)
■ The plan which aligns IT to the business is called
i"Enterprise Architecture". "Enterprise" is all parts of
'the company, business unit, agency or organization. These
I
iterms are used interchangeably. "Architecture" is the set
iiof plans that describes how all parts of the IT
i■I■ infrastructure need to behave to support the enterprise 
19
needs and goals. This consists of all the data required to
run the enterprise and the functions, technology, and 
people that create, access, use or transform that data into
l
information-and ultimately, knowledge for the business.
tI
[(Carbone, 2004) The Enterprise Architecture should be
I
^considered one of the first steps in the technology
j
(delivery process after the strategic business direction isI
I
[set. It is a highly sophisticated plan that helps form the 
[foundation for long-term solutions regardless of what
I
technology platform is delivered from it. The end products
[of architectures then are the new processes, data and
i




[Figure 5: End Products of Architectures
[ The final stage of the planning hierarchy are the
iplans (Figure 5)-the paths of the projects that are
I
conceived that will accomplish execution of the
[architectures. Plans establish budgets, timing, resource
i




■ In addition to the planning process, other Process
components include development, implementation and support 
'(Figure 6) . The planning process already includes the 
design of the new technology within its architecture 
framework. The development process is the construction of 
iuhe new technology through developing new computer 
programs, configuring the software, creating new data 
structures and ordering any required infrastructure 
iaquipment. The implementation process is the execution of 
[the project plans which involve activities such as setting 
up the new hardware and installing the new software. It 
also should include a testing stage before the "go-live"
I
stage where the users use the software. The part of thei
!process layer that follows implementation is the support 
process. During this stage, users are actively using the 
new system and new processes. The last part of the Process
i
layer is, of course, the deliverable of the new processes. 
/See Figure 6.) It is this deliverable that determines 
whether the organization is poised to achieve all that it 
has set out to do in its strategic plan. The Technology is
I
merely the "enabler" of this deliverable if it has been 












Figure 6: Layers of the Process Component
I
I The final diagram (Figure 7) shows how the Process,
People and Technology components interact together to
I
produce and consume the deliverables of new processes, data 
(and technology. Hence, ERP implementation can be described 







Figure 7: Final Deliverable End Products with People
Interaction
24
Theoretical Framework: The Technology Model 
Components
I
' The Technology Delivery framework is analogous to
I
I





! A solid foundation needs to be built to support a
[technology implementation. This foundation consists of 
25
common data and processes (standardization). However, the 
fcirst step is the Planning phase beginning with the 
[strategic plan that is set by top management. Once the 
Strategic direction for the business is set, then the next 
ilayer of planning comes into play, which are the 
architectures. The Enterprise Architecture plan can help 
Construct a solid foundation using its data-driven approach 
to bridge any silos of data between disparate systems and 
is used to align IT design to business goals. The
Information Architecture plan creates a framework of 
decision-making that facilitates IT governance of policies,
I
principles, supporting models and standards across the 
process, data and technology layers to ensure that they
I
pperate in a well integrated manner. The architectures
I
provide the target (design) toward which IT strives. To 
help execute the architectures, plans need to be created to
ii
establish budgets, timing, resource requirements and 
allocation. The plans need to be monitored to ensure
Iincremental progress toward targets.
Also within the Process layer are Development,
I
Implementation and Support processes. These processes 
serve to execute the plans as designed. Development is the
1
Construction of the new technology by creating or 
26
configuring new programs, creating new data structures and 
ordering new infrastructure equipment. Implementation is
I
1
installing and setting up the new software and hardware for 
the system and includes training new users. It also 
includes the testing phase prior to "go-live". Support is 
the "go-live" stage where users use the new system in their 
clay-to-day processes. The final deliverable is the new 
business processes that are designed to help the business 
achieve goals set by its strategic plan.
People Layer
i The. second layer consists of the People who must be 
knowledgeable enough about the Business and IT to build 
those bridges. This also includes the end users of the 
technology delivered and key stakeholders (i.e. Management)
Ias well as the project team. The project team should be a
Ibalance of IT and business employees. Consultants can also
i





The final layer (the roof) is the Technology layer.
It is built over the People and Process layers to ensure 
that it fits those layers adequately. Otherwise, if the
I
foundation is not strong (not enough preparation of Process 
27
and People as Donovan states), the roof (Technology) will 
collapse over the Process and People. The Technology then i
irepresents the end product, consisting of all the
Technology layers: Data, Business Logic, Network
I
[(Infrastructure), Application, and Graphical User
Interface.
I
i The model will be used to determine the optimal path
I
I
of implementing SAP in a M&A organization by identifying 
critical success factors in other organizations that were 






; CASE RESEARCH REVIEW
I
i
Six cases with business environments and processes
that are similar to the parent company will be examined to 
determine root causes of failed and successful SAP
I
implementations. The cases of success demonstrate how to 
avoid implementation pitfalls, including learning from past 
failures. For example, Nike had a previous failure when
i
attempting to implement Manugistics software to improve its 
supply chain. Acquired target company is a distributor, of' 
i'Ifastener products which supplies the parent company and 
other affiliates. Acquired target company has a main 
distribution center that acts as a manufacturing work
I
center. It packages nuts and bolts at this facility. The
i
lmain distribution center receives shipments from overseas
[
suppliers and transfers product to other strategically 
located regional distribution centers. These distribution 
centers then pick orders for parent company retail stores 





1 (Carr, 2002 and Koch, 2002) Failure Case #1:
Hershey Foods
IiBackground
1 In 1996 management approved a project called 
''Enterprise 21" which was conceived to replace its 
mainframe legacy system with a client/server system that
I
^zould resolve the Y2K issues by changing date related
liprocedures. However, the scope of "Enterprise 21" was 
expanded to allow Hershey to change and streamline its
j
business processes as well. The solution had SAP being the 
heart of the system with Manugistics covering the planning
i
and transportation management processes and Siebel 
representing the sales/CRM processes.
I
I The project's complexity sprang from integrating SAP
I
hnd Manugistics software to manage orders and schedule
i
Shipments to customers. Hershey was a veteran with using
[ J
mainframe versions of'its software for years but now 
''inexperience" would be introduced switching to a 
■client/server version configured as a bolt-on to SAP. Some
I
[Hershey executives wanted to supplement principal
i
[integrator IBM Global Services with consultants who had
I
■more experience with the SAP-Manugistics interface.
However, Hershey management rejected that idea.
30
I
"In 1999 Hershey stumbled while attempting to
| complete an enterprise systems overhaul with a
new SAP implementation at its core. Basic order
I
I management and fulfillment processes broke down,
i causing the company to fail to meet many
retailers' orders. The immediate impact was
1 about $150 million in lost sales for the year.
i The damage to sales and retailer confidence
lingered into early 2000." Carr, David F.
I
1 (2002). Hershey's Sweet Victory. Retrieved
! December 18, 2005, from
http://www.baselinemag.com/print article/0,3668,a
=34733,00.asp Pages 1-3.
iSimilarity to Parent/Target Company Business
jProcesses
■ Hershey is the leading chocolate maker andi
manufacturer of other confections that supplies retailers.
II
.Table 1: How Hershey Root Causes Contributed to SAP
Implementation Failure





Due to Halloween 
orders starting to 





]Process Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
deadline,.management 
decided on a direct 
cut-over strategy in 
which all the new 
software would be 
turned on- 
simultaneously. What 
happened next was an 
operations nightmare: 
orders began slipping 
though the cracks 
despite having plenty 
of inventory on hand. 
As a result, Hershey 
was unable to get 
orders to customers. 
Consequently, its 
workers spent the next 
few months "working 
around" the system 
rather than through it 
to ship candy.




could have elected to 
phase in one module at 
a time to avoid having 
orders slip through 
the cracks. Or it 
could have conducted a 
more thorough test of 
the Manugistics-SAP 
interface to expose 
any gaps in the 
software that it could 
have addressed before 




The plan was to go 
live in April 1999 
when it was an off- 
peak time for candy 
orders. In actuality, 
the project was 
completed behind 
schedule in July.









contributed to the 
implementation failure 
because it caused the 
implementation to 
coincide with the peak 
season of Halloween 
orders. This would 
fall under the Project 





What was noted earlier 
in this case was that 
Hershey could not 
fulfill orders to its 
customers despite
Un-entered inventory 
data would also fall 





































The prime reason for 
this inability to 
fulfill orders was the 
fact that "surge 
storage" locations 
were not entered in as 
storage points in the 
SAP software.
Therefore, SAP was 
unaware of the extra 
inventory on hand. 
Apparently, there was 
a failure during the 
requirements gathering 
phase to include 
"surge storage" 
capacity which was a 
process Hershey used 
to deal with the 
tremendous buildup of 
inventory slated for 
the holiday rush.
Warehouse space rented 
on a temporary basis 
and spare rooms in 
factories were used to 
store this excess 
inventory. Hershey's 
crisis management in 
the past was to put 
candy everywhere it 
could store it in 
anticipation of the 
peak season. It 
wasn't used to having 
to tell the computer 
about that.
locations during the 
peak season were 
overlooked by both the 
IT and Operations 
people in gathering 
requirements. This 
would be considered 
part of the 
Architectures section 




Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
$o Company insiders No leadership to pull
leadership expressed that it demands together to
! wasn't the' lack of a guide the creation of
1 CIO that was a problem a system that would
: as much as a lack of work for the whole
management business. The absence
1 understanding of how of this kind of
much effort, both in leadership means there
the systems is a gap in the People







would be required for 
success. Steve 









many of the pitfalls 
of enterprise systems 
implementations 
revolve around 
governance issues. He 














aligned with different 
parts of the business 
were pulling in 
different directions, 
and no one at the top 
pulled these demands 
together to guide the 
creation of a system 
that would work for 
the whole business. 
In other words, it's 
very typical to get 
100 little committees 
with no oversight. 
Also, project managers
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can become so 
overwhelmed with the 
number of details that 
must be addressed that 
they end up leaving 
the definition of 
basic business 
processes to 
consultants who lack 
the necessary inside 










(Chaturvedi, 2005a) Failure Case #2: 
Hewlett Packard
Background
HP is a company that has gone through many mergers and 
acquisitions. After its merger with Compaq Computer
Corporation in May 2002, there was an intense need to
II
overhaul the supply chain of all its businesses and 
integrate the product lines of the two merged companies.
i
IIn January 2004, HP embarked on an initiative to create a 
new organizational model. The model aimed to merge the
!
Business and IT groups at a regional and country level.
This operation was completed in May 2004. Also completed
I
ouring that same time period was the migration of the 
Industry Standard Server (ISS) division onto ERP systems.
The ISS was one of the biggest divisions of HP with $7.5 
oillion of annual revenues. It was the 35th migration in HP 
.and was a part of the Business Process Architecture 
project. At this point, HP was looking to reduce its 35
ERP systems implemented worldwide to four ERP code bases
I
along with a reduction in applications from 3,500 to 1,500.
i
More specifically, HP wanted to implement a single 
order management system for quite some time. By this time,
HP had reduced the number of different order management 
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systems to seven. A new project was conceived using SAP
I
Fusion Order Management (FOM) platform to unite HP's and
Compaq's legacy SAP R/3 order management systems. This
iinvolved more than 70 supply chain systems and also
included an upgrade to SAP R/3 Version 4.6C. The expected
i
business benefit from the new SAP system was to enable 
customers to receive exact product build and delivery dates 
without placing multiple orders.
i
After the project went live in June 2004, migration 
problems surfaced. Around 20% of the customer orders forII
servers could not move from the legacy order system to the
I
new SAP system due to programming errors. Although the 
programming errors were fixed within a month, the backlogi
I
created was more than the company could adequately handle. 
There wasn't enough manual processes in place to fulfill
II
the growing demand. As a result, the ISS division's order 
system became unstable due to problems with data integrity 
and a simultaneous increase in demand for HP's Standard
I
Servers.II
i In August 2004, HP announced a revenue shortfall by 5% 
|
and attributed it due to problems with migrating to a 
centralized ERP system at one of its North American
38
divisions. (Chaturvedi, 2005a) Note: HP is an experienced
I
SAP shop and partner yet it .still experienced failure.
I




i HP is a major player in the computer industry, .
I
i
manufacturing desktop computers, servers, peripherals and 
systems integrations services. It also makes electronic
l
products and systems for measurement, computing and
!
communications. Its business environment has gone through 
many mergers and acquisitions similar to the parent
i
company.



















analysts believe that 
it would have been 
virtually impossible 




Also, a rollback plan 
would not be feasible 
considering the huge 
scale of orders. 
Therefore, the idea of 
having a manual back­
up seemed the most
Flawed Contingency 




one cannot expect 100% 
service levels. 
Therefore, it is wise 
to have a backup plan, 
parallel system or 
manual process in 
place to make up the 
gaps in service levels 
that are created 
during the
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The case suggests a 
method for Business 
Contingency Planning 
taken from Christopher 
Koch, executive editor 
of CIO Magazine.
















HP officials admitted 
that the existing 
ordering process 
system was not 
sufficient enough to 
handle the increased 
demand yet they still 
installed the new ERP 
system to reflect this 
flawed process. 
Consequently, the new 
ERP system had a 
flawed design as well. 
Analysts say that "no 
amount of advanced 
information technology 
could offset the 
problem of a flawed 
business strategy and 
poor business 
processes."
Since the underlying 
Business Process for 
ordering was flawed to 
begin with, there were 
constraints on what 
the HP' could 
reasonably achieve in 
its order fulfillment 
process even with the 
new system. ' HP did 
not take the time to 
identify what the new 
business process 
should be like for 
ordering. Therefore, 







problems resulted from 
lack of effective 
product training and 
improper product data 
management.
Data Integration 
Problems were rooted 
in lack of effective 
product training and 
product data 
management. This 
meant the "To Be" 
business process for 
product data 
management was not 
defined clearly enough 
for people to follow
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it repeatedly in a 
reliable manner. 
Therefore this gap is 
identified as part of 
the Process component.
Demand The project team had Demand Forecasting
Forecasting planned for 3 weeks Problems resulted in
Problems worth of buffer buffer inventory not
inventory based on a being adequate to
1 50:50 ratio of sales supply demand during
of standard versus the implementation.
1 customized servers. To counteract any
The actual demand flawed forecast, a
ended up being 35% Contingency plan could
higher for customized have been adopted to
servers, which .meant accelerate the
that the buffer manufacture of
inventory was not customized servers
enough to meet actual assuming the worst
demand. case scenario.
Therefore, this 
problem is considered 
part of the Process 
component.
Poor The Marketing team was Poor Planning and
Planning unable to determine Improper Testing are
and all the configurations considered part of the
Improper customers could order. Process component.
Testing As a result of this
failure, not all types 
of customized orders 
were tested. This 
caused some 
configurations ordered 
to remain unaccounted 
for, exacerbating the 
ability to meet 
increased demand.
inadequate Customer service Inadequate
Implementat representatives were Implementation
Lon Support trained two weeks in Support/Training falls
and advance and had under the Process
41
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Process Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
Training cleared proficiency 
tests. However, when 
the system went live 
they made mistakes 
that worsened the 
order backlog 
situation. Inadequate 
revision is what 
caused them to make 
mistakes.
category of the model. 
The flawed training 
process meant that the 
order takers did not 
have adequate 
knowledge to handle 
the new processes.
Flawed There were Flawed Communication
Communicati difficulties with is a considered a gap
on
i '
program management due 






between the teams. 
Communications 
problems occurred 
among the varied 
groups such as the 
lack of smooth 
communication between 
the back-end logistics 






Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
Culture of Analysts contend that When there is a
Distrust the company culture culture of distrust
1 contributed to this with IT management, it
problem. They claim means that the people
1 that HP's culture did have not been
not allow for much adequately prepared to
1 active involvement of accept the changes
employees. Media that the ERP
reports suggest that implementation brings
the project code-name about. The lack of
1 Fusion had huge risks active employee
11 despite the company's involvement in initial
■ expertise with SAP project inputs helped
1 migrations. Sales cement this atmosphere
staff had warned that of distrust.
! rollout during the Therefore, a gap has
I slowest quarter was been identified in the








success. They wanted 
a backup system in 
place to offset any 
potential problems 
with ordering in the 
new system. However, 
management rejected 
this request. Also, 
many Vice Presidents 
left the company for 






steady fear of 
layoffs. When 
surveyed, employees 
revealed that they 
distrusted upper 
management feeling 
that they were 
overpaid and
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inefficient. This led 
to non co-operation 
between the IT 











exacerbated the order 




The flawed training 
process also caused a 
problem in the People 
component of the 
model. It caused poor 
execution by the 
Customer service 
representatives.
Table 3:. Business Contingency Planning
Suggested Action Objective
Create a cross-functional 
tieam
1
To engage business people and 
educate them about the supply 
chain risks of a major system 
rollout.
Develop a transition plan
1
I
To ready solutions assuming ■ 
the new system would fail 
during the final rollout. To 
create a conservative time 
estimate for the period the 








To keep orders and deliveries 
flowing during the problem 
period. To ensure that there 
are extra people and factory 
capacities available to 










i (Mashari and Zairi, 2000) Failure Case #3:
Manco
Background
The Manco Group faced new challenges in 1993 driven by 
intense global competition which caused it to become a more 
customer-focused business. The need to become more 
customer-focused created a significant impact on its 
organizational structure by the group looking at ways to 
reduce costs through elimination of overlapping activities, 
inefficiencies and redundant manpower. Through 17 years of 
conducting business, they realized that many of the 
procedures and functions during that period had become 
outdated, necessitating the change for migrating its IT 
infrastructure to a new, flexible application system that 
would empower its business operations and make it more 
responsive to cutomers' needs. Since the Manco Group 
realized that merely changing the current application 
system would not greatly benefit the company, they hatched 
the idea of BPR (Business Process Reengineering) to better 
support the whole change effort. That is, the project was 
called MORE, Manco Operations Reengineering. Its purpose 
was to rethink the way Manco conducted business and to 
define the IT structure, management systems, people skills 
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and culture so that the change effort could become a 
successful reality.
SAP R/3 was chosen from more than thirty packages 
initially identified because it appeared most likely to 
support Manco's medium and longer-term requirements. The 
BPR efforts focused initially on the four core processes 
supported by SAP R/3": S&D (Sales and Distribution), MM 
(Materials Management), FI (Financial Accounting) and PP 
(Product Planning). Based on the Consulting vendor's 
(Bitco) scope the project was supposed to last 18 months. 
However, Bitco's involvement ended prematurely after 90% of 
FI and 80% of MM was completed.
The President considered the effort as a failure 
because of budget excess, long delays and lower benefits 
than previously expected. There was no dramatic 
improvement and fundamental changes in the business 
processes. Consequently, the resulting return on 
investment (ROI) was negative after $2.8 was spent on the 
project with little effect on overall costs. (Mashari and 
Zairi, 2000)
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Similarity to Parent/Target Company Business
Processes
Manco Group represents a network of complementary 
companies and is a major Middle-Eastern manufacturing 
company.
Table 4: How Manco Root Causes Contributed to SAP
Implementation Failure






Manco management made 
personnel and salary 
reductions based on 
the list of savings 
developed to justify 
the change without 
considering how it 
would impact resources 
for the project. It 
also failed to give 
sufficient credence to 
employee anxiety 
related to lay-off 
fears. As a result, 
interest in the 
project decreased, 
manpower allocated to 
the project was 









Management Plan is 
considered a gap in 
the New Processes 
section of the Process 
component.
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Process Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
daily business 
demands, focused more 
on less important 
functional 
optimization efforts 
instead of BPR for the 
whole organization.
Separated Project management Separating IT from the
IT from adopted a "technical" business prevented
Business perspective during the reengineering efforts
project, viewing IT as to optimize processes
a force affecting and for the whole
leading to a certain organization. It is
organizational form. not surprising that
Although measurement there was no dramatic
of IT services was improvement and
performed to help fundamental changes in
monitor how well the the business processes
SAP system was doing, which meant very
it lacked measurement little business
of performance that benefits. This is a
could translate into gap in the Process
"business specific" component,
results that would specifically failure





business goals to IT 
initiatives.
Delegated Manco management Delegating critical
Critical retained minor business decisions to
Business managerial the Consultant. This
Decisions responsibility of its is considered a gap in
to employees during the Process. Business
Consultant course of the project. decisions should be
Eventually, it led to made by a member of
a situation where the business
decisions were hard to 




Process Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
absence of progress 
and performance 
measures. This forced 
the Consultant staff 
to direct the project 
and make decisions 
that negatively 
influenced other major 
roles in the company.
Neglecting The MORE project Neglecting progress
Progress manager conceded that and performance
and the progress of the measurement is also a
Performance MORE project and its gap in Process. The
Measurement resulting benefits right measures need to
were not measured. be created to
Although some facilitate process
parameters were improvements that
developed they were achieve goals set by
not followed up. Some the business.
of the parameters Initially, this is
were: turnover, considered a part of
manpower, collection the Implementation
(cost reduction), section but is
inventory, cycle time continued throughout
and benchmarking. A the Support section,
comprehensive 
measurement system is 
necessary to monitor 
process performance 
against a set of 
predefined indicators 
that ensure that the 
SAP implementation 
effort is well on 




People Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
Lay-off When Manco management Lay-off fears created
Fears made personnel and significant
Created salary reductions, it resistance.
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People Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
Resisitance failed to give 
sufficient credence to 
employee anxiety 
related to lay-off 
fears. This adversely 
affected project 
optimization efforts 
by not only reducing 
manpower but also 
diminishing interest 
in the project.
Resistance to change 







Manco had been one of 
the early adopters of 
the SAP R/3 technology 
so it faced a scarcity 
..of "experienced" staff 
in the new technology. 
Other contributing 
factors to inadequate 
IT preparation 
included lack of 




needed to be distinct 
IT competencies 
specific to the SAP 
technology, which 
brought the following 
management challenges:
• Reduced need for 
development 
programmers
• Reliance on 
complex 
architectures
• Higher user 
involvement
User ownership of
IT staff inadequately 
prepared to carry out 
BPR efforts is 
considered a gap in 
People.
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People Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
systems and data. This 
meant that IT needed 
to be more closely 
aligned to the 








End users resisted the 
new system because 
they were not given 
enough skills to work 
with it.
IT staff inadequately 
prepared to support 
end-users is also a 
weakness in the People 
component.
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Figure 11: Manco Critical Success Factors Against the
Model
54
(Worthen, 2002) Failure Case #4: Nestle USA 
Background
In 1997, the Glendale, Calif.-based company embarked 
on a SAP project code-named BEST (business excellence 
through systems technology). The project was undertaken 
to help achieve the business goal of having One Nestle. 
That is, a Nestle whose separate brands were transformed 
into one integrated company. At the time, Nestle had nine 
different general ledgers, 28 points of customer entry and 
multiple purchasing systems.
They had no idea how much volume they were doing with 
a particular vendor because every factory set up their own 
vendor masters and purchased on their own.
After the rollout, helpdesk calls reached 300 a day, 
users resisted the new system and there was a 77% turnover 
rate for planners. Planners forecasted demand for Nestle 
products. By the time, it reached the finish line, BEST 
gobbled up six years and more than $200 million (the same 
amount its global parent intends to spend). "Dunn now says 
she sees the light at the end of the tunnel. The last 
rollouts will take place in the first quarter of 2003. But 
the implementation has been fraught with dead ends and 
costly mistakes. It is a cautionary tale, full of lessons 
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not only for1its Swiss parent but for any Fortune 1000 
company intent on an enterprisewide software 
implementation." (Worthen, 2002)
Similarity to Parent/Target Company Business
Processes
Nestle USA is a candy manufacturer and a food 
conglomerate with a Swiss parent company. The business 
problems of having multiple redundant business systems that 
don't talk to each other from acquired companies is similar 
to what the parent company now faces.
Table 5: How Nestle Root Causes Contributed to SAP
Implementation Failure





It appears that the 
same mistake was made 
as Manco, where 
members of the 
business community 
were excluded from 
critical business 
decisions. In this 
case, they had been 
excluded from the 
start—the design 
phase. Because users 
were not included from 
the beginning, they 
did not understand how 
to use the new system
Excluded members of 
the user community 
from the design 
process. This problem 
is similar to Manco 
separating IT from the 
Business during the 
design process. It is 
a gap during the 
Architecture planning 
portion of the Process 
component.
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Process Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
and they didn't even 
understand the new 
processes. It should 
also be noted the 
reverse exclusion can 
also result in sub- 
optimal decisions. 
That is, excluding IT 
from the planning 
process in creating 
the architectures 
during the 
requirements stage can 
result in creating 
technical 
architectures that are 
unreliable or don't 







used common names, 
systems and followed a 
common process, their 
system was not 
integrated with the 
financial, planning or 
sales groups. 
Divisional silos were 
replaced with process 
silos. For example, 
if a sales person 
entered a discount for 
a valuable customer, 
the accounts 
receivable department 
wouldn't know about 
it. The invoice would 




overlooked. The flow 
of information is 
considered part of the 
data layer of 
Architecture planning. 
This is part of the 
Process component. 
The gaps in 
integration could have 
also been caught 
during the testing 
phase.
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People Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
Cultural Since users were not Rebellion was rooted
Rebellion included from the in the exclusion of
beginning of the the user community
design process, they from the design
rebelled against the process. Resistant
changes in the new users constitute the
system. People component.
Big Picture Time constraints for Y2K deadlines caused
Oversight Y2K put too much the project team to
pressure on the lose sight of the big
project team. As a picture. Perhaps the
result, they lost the project team could
big picture of how the have brought in
various components outside help to help
would work .together. validate their plans 
to see if there were 
gaps in their overall 
process. This is a 
problem in the People 
component of the 
model.
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Figure 12: Nestle Critical Success Factors Against the
Model
59
(Chaturvedi, 2005b) Success Case #5: Nike 
Background
"In 1998, Nike's profits dropped by 50% from $795 
million to $399 million, despite a revenue increase of 4%, 
as compared to the previous year. In a bid to cut costs, 
the company laid off around 1600 employees. Nike figured 
out that its inventory forecasting along with the existing 
supply chain management system problems had contributed to 
the decline in profits. To remedy the problems at hand, 
the company launched the NSC project. The plan was a 
massive global operations centralization initiative to 
implement its ERP, supply chain and CRM software onto a 
single SAP platform. The task was very challenging as it 
involved 350 manufacturing plants and a global distribution 
network with around 27 decentralized order management 
systems. Through the NSC project, Nike aimed at achieving 
greater flexibility in planning, execution and delivery 
processes and looked for better forecasting and more 
profitable order fulfillment. It wanted to have a detailed 
real time view of all the constraints like access to raw 
materials or components, production capacity, logistics, 
and financials. Nike expected this information would 
enable it to identify the impact of changes in the market 
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and help it deal with suppliers and customers in a better 
way." (Chaturvedi, 2005b)
Similarity to Parent/Target Company Business 
Processes
Nike is the market leader in manufacturing and 
distributing sports apparel and athletic shoes. Nike's 
supply chain consists of manufacturing contractors around 
the world. Acquisition target company's supply chain 
consists mostly of Shanghai suppliers who manufacturer 
fasteners and other home improvement products.
Table 6: How Nike Root Causes Contributed to SAP
Implementation Success





Testing was conducted 
at every stage of 
deployment. This 
consisted of string 






systems and modules. 
Simulations of actual 
daily processes were 
also performed minute- 
by-minute, 24- 
hours/day, 7-10 days.
Extensive testing was 
conducted which falls 
under the 
Implementation section 
of the Process 
component.
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Process Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
This was called week- 
in-the life testing.
It involved going 
through the entire 
implementation to 
ensure that if it had 
been the actual go- 





Since testing was 
exhaustive as 
described by the 
simulated daily 
processes, the users 
were trained more 
thoroughly. The 
training plans were in 












Computer models were 
used where the 
products involved had 
a proven track record 
and gave more 
importance to the 
planner's intuition 
when the product was 
new or an inconsistent 
performer. It also . 
considered inputs 
given by the retailers 
as more valuable than 
the computer model. 
This is part of the 
current trend of doing 
"consensus planning" 
as opposed to "demand 







redesigned is part of 
the New Process 
section of the Process 
component.
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Process Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
manufacturers. If a 
company can share 
information faster and 
more accurately, it 
can spot trends a lot 
sooner, which is the 





A global template was 
created to allow for 
all possible processes 
that would be used by 
any region. For 
example, features such 
as multi-currency 
support and diverse 
legal restrictions 
were in the design of 
the US roll-out even 
though the US didn't 
use them.
Creation of a global 
template to be used in 
all regions follows 
the principles used in 
the Architecture 






Canada was chosen as 
the first site for the 
implementation of AFS 
because its business 
process was similar to 
the US and it was 
smaller, therefore, 
more manageable. This 
was done to gain 
experience for future 
regional roll-outs.
A deliberate strategy 
was undertaken to 
roll-out Canada first 
because experience 
could be gained for 
more complex 
implementations in 
other regions. This 
would be considered a 
key factor in the 
Process component.
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There was a close 
partnership between 
the business and IT 
staff during the 
creation, development 
and configuration of 
the SAP AFS software. 
This was done to 
ensure ongoing support 
and regional buy-in 
for the concept of a 
single business 
process effectively 
reducing the number of 
regional variations.
Users were involved in 
the process redesign 
from the start 
creating "buy-in" and 
support. End users 
are part of the People 
component.





Although Nike had 
purchased SAP AFS 
(Apparel and Footware 
Solution) in 1998, it 
opted not to implement 
the first version of 
AFS. Instead, it 
worked jointly with 
SAP to create a more 
stable version of AFS. 
The SAP modules 
implemented included 
Financial & Control 
(FICO), Sales & 
Distribution (SD), 
Material Management 
(MM) and Production 
Planning (PP). The 
solution was designed 
to provide more 
effective inventory 
management and 
interfaced with i2 
demand-planning and
Nike used a more 
stable version of SAP 
AFS software which 
enabled it to manage 
inventory effectively 
and to integrate to 
the CRM and demand 
planning software. 
This meant less 




factor should fall 
under Technology.
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Figure 13: Nike Critical Success Factors Against
the Model
66
(Subhadra, 2003) Success Case #6: Bharat 
Petroleum Corporation Limited
Background
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL) was a 
leading player in the Indian petroleum, industry that had 
grown through acquisitions with market share 32% in petrol 
and 27% in diesel by 2000. During mid-2001, BPCL had a 
national retail network of 4,500 outlets. However, its 
most profitable product, lubricants, was weak in terms of 
market share due to its dependence on other oil companies 
for the base oil required to make the lubricants.
Realizing the vulnerability of the lubricant market, BPCL 
crafted its business strategy on increasing retail business 
and non-fuel revenues. By leveraging on the strength of 
its retail network, it had hoped to provide value-added 
services like convenience stores, automated teller machines 
(ATMs) and internet kiosks.
With dissolution of Administered Pricing Mechanism 
(APM), BPCL looked to its IT initiatives to retain its 
market position. After the formation of Strategic Business 
Units, which was done to help BPCL focus on specific 
customer segments and address their individual needs, the 
company realized that it needed to streamline its processes 
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and integrate the organization as a whole. That is when it 
decided to implement ERP as the solution its business 
problem. (Subhadra, 2003)
Similarity to Parent/Target Company Business 
Processes
BPCL is a leading player in the Indian petroleum 
industry and operates a retail network of 4500 outlets. In 
1996, the company was revamped into six Strategic Business 
Units (SBUs) - Retail, Aviation, Lubricants, Liquefied 
Petroleum Gas (LPG), Industrial & Commercial (I&C), and 
Refinery. (The supply division of the parent company is 
operating in a similar fashion.)
Causes Contributed to SAP Implementation Success
Table 7: How Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited Root






BPCL hired consultants 
from Coopers and 
Lybrand who worked 
closely with 
functional experts 
within the company for 
redesigning processes 
that would help meet 
the challenge of an 
imbalance between 
refining and 
marketing. It also 
selected SAP R/3
Effective business 
process redesign to 
help resolve the 
imbalance between 
marketing and refining 
is part of the New 




Reason for Model 
Classification
Which was already 
successfully used by 
major oil companies in 
the world which 
contained an oil 
industry and India 
specific package.
Effective Feasibility testing of Effective testing of
testing of the solution was done technical architecture
technical with the help of a to ensure that
architect- pilot implementation. bandwidth needs were
ture Three locations were met is classified
connected on a very under the
small aperture Implementation section
terminal based of the Process
network. This network 
was evaluated based on 
ease of deployment, 
speed of mail 
delivery, zero message 
loss and response 
time. Microsoft 
Consulting Services 
helped implement the 
intranet solution.
component.
People Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
Effective SAP R/3 enabled BPCL Effective use of
use of to successfully launch resources where
resources e-biz initiatives by consultants did SAP
allowing Industrial & planning and worked
Commercial customers closely with company
to track the status of functional experts
their orders online. falls under the People
This was instrumental 
in retaining existing 
customers as well as 
attracting new 
customers. However, 
the most significant 




People Issue-J Reason for Model Classification
inventory which 
reduced lag time in 
processing orders and 
made cash management 
easier due to knowing 
details of receivable 
of inventories.
Technology Issue Reason for Model 
Classification
Infrastruc- An intranet was An Intranet was
ture which established to improve established to
enabled communication systems facilitate better
better within the communication and
communica- organization. This quicker decision-
tion and was done to facilitate making. This falls
quicker quicker decision- under the
decision- making. BPCL used Network/Infrastructure
making Microsoft Exchange 
Server as the platform 
due to the level of 
integration with the 
desktop environment 
and MS Windows NT 
Server.
section of the 
Technology component.
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Figure 14: Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited




Critical Success Factors in Enterprise
Resource Planning Implementations
There are many sources on the critical success factors 
required to successfully implement an ERP system. However, 
in order to define a Critical Success Factor, one must 
first identify the definition of a "successful" 
implementation. A "successful" implementation is one in 
which all expected features work as planned and designed.
To better understand the Critical Success Factors, we 
must first break down the necessary components of an 
implementation. They are: People, Process and Technology 
according to the Technology Delivery Model. Each Critical 
Success Factor can be classified under one of these 
dimensions.
The following is a compilation of Critical Success 
Factors for ERP implementations taken from the literature 
that was reviewed in this project (Appendix A) and its 
classification according to the Technology Delivery model:
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Critical Success Factors
Table 8: Compilation of Enterprise Resource Planning
Process People Technology
Achievable



















and business goals 
while maximizing 






and business goals 
while maximizing 















of user community 
in addition to IT 
staff.
Software develop­















plan and stick to 
it.
Train the users 
thoroughly on the 
process changes 
and flow of 
information in 





























Critical Success Factors in SAP Implementations
The following are IT management challenges SAP brings 
about:
• reduced need for development programmers
• reliance on complex architectures
• higher user involvement
• user ownership of systems and data. (Gumbel, 
2005)
Given that SAP. brings about the above IT management 
challenges, each of these challenges must be addressed by 
the organization before implementation occurs. Otherwise, 
there will be many gaps creating a failed implementation.
The first item which is the reduced need for 
development programmers does not mean that the Developer 
role will disappear. There will still be a need for 
Developers to modify SAP applications and reports when the 
vanilla software or reports do not fully meet particular 
business processes. The trend today appears to be using 
offshore development resources to speed up the process of 
ERP implementation. However, there will be gaps in the 
business processes when the economic environment changes, 
creating a need to adjust business processes accordingly
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and the accompanying application or reports supporting 
those processes so I don't foresee the Developer role dis­
appearing entirely. In fact, I see the Developer role 
changing as the technologies change.
There are risks to using offshore resources for 
development that can create faulty ERP implementation and 
support. The organization must be aware of these risks 
before undertaking such an endeavor. The first risk is 
misinterpreted specifications creating code that does not 
match the actual specifications. The language barrier can 
create such a situation. To minimize this risk, a project 
manager speaking both languages is usually hired to manage 
these development responsibilities. The second risk is 
security of information during the development process. 
There are protocols that need to be in place to prevent 
pertinent information from being misused or stolen in the 
contract.
There is a push today toward a Services Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) or in SAP Netweaver terms, Enterprise 
Services Architecture (ESA). What that means is that 
instead of creating applications by developing custom code, 
or modifying a vanilla application in an ERP system, 
applications will be built from reusable code which are 
really mini programs called services. Developers are 
currently building these services for Microsoft, Oracle and 
SAP. However, it may take years before its practical use 
is effectively proven. The premise of this concept is that 
you should be able to take any business process and use a 
process flow tool with services behind each process 
component to build an application that fits the process. 
Therefore, in the future, you won't need a Developer to 
create an application, you can use a Business Analyst. 
Frankly, from my experience developing applications, I 
don't think you can take every business process that is 
possible in the world and standardize every process to the 
point of creating services. That is oversimplifying 
something that is very complex. There are going to be gaps 
where some processes aren't easily modeled or 
interchangeable. Therefore, you will need Developers to 
handle these gaps. You will also need Developers to 
support the application for trouble-shooting purposes. If 
the Business Analyst is not technical enough he/she will be 
unable to resolve bugs in the code.
Now that most of the major corporations or medium 
sized businesses are on some kind of ERP platform, there is 
a trend toward extending the Enterprise, which means taking 
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the information from the ERP system and doing deep analyses 
and creating collaboration with other entities outside the 
business such as Suppliers, Customers, etc. There will be 
a need to use Developers to create such applications such 
as integrating Business Intelligence tools with the ERP 
system, Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) with other 
third party systems and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).
If migrating to a SAP platform, each Developer 
situation needs to be considered. Are all the Developers 
willing to learn the new technology to adequately support 
it? If so, they can be trained in the new technology and 
assigned the positions of need depending on their skill­
sets and performance. There are some Developers that are 
capable of supporting more than one technology and there 
are some that are not. As IT managers we need to be 
sensitive to those with limited capacity and determine 
where in the organization they fit in. What should be 
avoided is creating a "sweat-shop" mentality when 
allocating resources, particularly if the work force is 
organized. Otherwise, the work force will find ways to 
rebel.
The second item is reliance on complex architectures. 
SAP's initial product rooted in the 1980's was R/2 which 
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was based on a mainframe platform. It then evolved to R/3 
which was a client/server and graphical user interface 
technology. CRM and Business Warehouse were added later to 
the core architecture stretching its limits. Then Internet 
and Collaborative tools were created stretching the 
architecture even further as part of the MySAP product. To 
help manage the complexity that resulted from this 
evolution, Netweaver was conceived as a fix. (Gumbel, 
2005) What this means is that Network or System 
Administrators will need to be trained in these complex 
architectures to adequately support them. For the older 
versions such as R/2 or R/3, there will be a talent pool to 
bring on board to help as a master trainer. However, for 
the newer technology such as MySAP or Netweaver, the 
learning curve will have to be considered for training IT 
administrators. What this means in terms of support is 
that the more mature technology should have less issues 
versus the relatively immature technology. These factors 
need to be weighed when considering which technology to 
implement.
The third and fourth items relate to end user 
involvement. The question that needs to asked is: Are the 
end users actually well prepared to handle the additional
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responsibility that an ERP architecture demands? In some
cases, end users' business processes may become more 
complicated. For example, an end user may be used to 
executing a few keystrokes to run a report in a legacy 
system. However, if there is a standard process to be 
followed within a particular module, the end user may have 
to execute a series of steps to obtain the correct output. 
Therefore, thorough evaluation of the business processes 
must be conducted to see if the benefits outweigh the 
disadvantages. An ERP architecture demands that users own 
systems and-data. Some end users just want .things, to be as 
simple as pressing a button. If that is the case, there 
will be end users pushing back on the IT support 
organization to have them own the systems and data. That 
will create friction within the organization that should 
not be there. Ideally, there should be a super user 
designated within each department to train new users within 
that department. When there are issues with the software, 
end users should go to the super user first. If the super 
user cannot resolve them, then he/she calls IT to help 
resolve the issues. IT support will then resolve the 
issues. If they cannot resolve them, they call the 
Vendor's help desk for assistance.
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Critical Success Factors from Cases
The following are a compilation of critical success 
factors from the 6 cases reviewed classified according to 
the Technology Delivery model:
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Critical Success Factors in SAP 
Implementations in a Merger 
and Acquisition Environment
The model for success to implementing SAP in a Merger 
and Acquisition Environment involves 3 dimensions where 
Critical Success Factors in two of the dimensions are key. 
An ERP implementation is not about the software itself, it 
is about facilitating major organizational change in 
processes and people. That is why it is important to have 
key strengths in these two dimensions because these 
dimensions are what are directly affected by changing the 
software. Just as the body may reject an organ transplant 
if not attached correctly or if the organ does not fit well 
to the body so too will the processes and people who 
control the processes reject the software that holds them 
all together. Many executives who are far too removed from 
the people close to the processes make the mistake of 
treating ERP implementations as just technology projects 
that will magically transform the business into a new lean
9
and mean machine, completely ignoring the organizational 
change component. The organizational change component, of 
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course, includes the dimension of "process" and "people".
That is a very short-sighted view that is certain to cause 
ERP failure. Therefore, to ensure a successful ERP 
implementation or migration to a new ERP system, the 
organization, as a whole, must be adequately prepared to 
employ change management practices that transform both the 
processes and people to readily accept the new changes 
brought forth by the new ERP system.
Developing a Cohesive Business and Information 
Strategy in a Merger and Acquisition
Environment
Unifying processes, people and technology in a Merger 
and Acquisition environment is no easy feat. It takes 
careful planning and execution to implement major 
organizational change without adversely impacting service 
levels and profits.
1. First get direction from senior management 
on what the future organizational structure 
will be like. (To Be)
2. Flow out current systems. (As Is)
3. Flow out future organizational processes.
(To Be)
4. Develop system migration plans.
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The following questions need to be answered as a 
Checklist for ERP success:
1. Is a business strategy defined that will give the 
business a competitive advantage or at least make it 
equal to its competitors? (Process)/(ERP in General)
2. Are the critical processes of the business, including 
the new ones, aligned enough with the packaged 
software functionality to enable achievement of 
business goals? (Process)/(ERP in' General)
3. Are there key interdependencies within the 30% that 
don't align that might cause system or data failures? 
(Process)/(ERP in General)
4. Are the Contingency plans sufficient enough to handle 
the worst case scenario operations-wise during and 
after the implementation. Are there backup manual 
processes or systems running in parallel to handle 
additional workload? (Process) /(ERP in General)
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5. Does the Change Management plan adequately address 
employee, customer, and supplier resistance to change? 
(Process)/(ERP in General)
6. Is the Implementation plan achievable? (Process)/(ERP 
in General)
7. Are the IT support staff and the employees directly 
affected by the new processes adequately trained to 
handle the changes? (People)/(ERP in General)
8. Was adequate testing conducted for the processes and 
systems where there was "functional" immaturity or 
"inexperience"? (Process)/(ERP in General)
9. Did the Post-Implementation plan ensure adequate 
transfer of knowledge from Vendor/Consultant 
Implementer to employees? (Process)/(ERP in General)
10. Are the data points of integration sufficient to 
maintain system and data integrity minimizing 
operations disruption yet adequately meeting 
information "access" needs by users? (Process)/(ERP in 
General)
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11. Are performance measures related to the system tied to 
business objectives and expectations? (Process)/(ERP 
in General)
12. Do the SAP end-users possess the necessary business 
knowledge, systems-savvy and critical- 
thinking/problem-solving skills to adapt to the new 
system as configured? (People)/(SAP Specific)
13. Do the IT support staff have the necessary business 
knowledge, SAP functional knowledge and SAP technical 
knowledge to support the new SAP R/3 system?
(People)/(SAP Specific)
14. Do the SAP System Administrators possess the new 
technical architecture knowledge to support such 
complexity with minimal system down-time?
(People)/(SAP Specific)
15. Are SAP "best practices" being used in areas that are 
applicable? (Process)/(SAP Specific)
16. Is the ERP information technology flexible enough to 




ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING LITERATURE CRITICAL
SUCCESS FACTORS FOR ENTERPRISE RESOURCE
PLANNING IMPLEMENTATIONS
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Nah, Lau and Kuang, 2001
1. ERP teamwork and composition
2. Top management support




7. Appropriate business and legacy systems
8. Change management program and culture
9. BPR and minimum customization
10. Software'development, testing and trouble-shooting
Sarker and Lee, 2002
1. Strong and committed leadership (necessary condition 
supported by empirical evidence)
2. Open and honest communication
3. A balanced and empowered implementation team
Barton, 2001
1. Establish the business processes prior to selecting 
the software
2. Staff the project team with members of the user 
community in addition to IT staff
3. Develop an implementation plan and stick to it
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4. Train the users thoroughly on the process changes and 
flow of information in addition to the software
5. The project does not end with "go-live", but must be 
continually monitored.
Donovan, "There is No Magic in ERP Software: It's in
Preparation of the Process and People."
1. Leadership that reinforces that the entire 
organization develops a new mindset to leave old, 
ineffective ways behind and adopt new and better 
business processes to give the enterprise what it 
needs to be a stronger and better performer.
2. Applying technology to your core competitive process -
Is the ERP standard template based on best business 
practice too much of a compromise for your core 
processes? (It's up to management, not IT, to 
evaluate the business implications of these trade-offs 
to determine the importance of their impact of 
strategic achievement and day-to-day operating 
results.)
Donovan, "Strategy and Preparation are Critical Success 
Factors."
1. First, management needs to develop a strategy for how 
the business should and will be run.
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2. Then, the most difficult challenge for management is 
to make sure that the entire organization - up, down 
and across develops a new mindset and leaves the old, 
ineffective ways behind.
Parth and Gumz, 2003 (Reason why ERP implementations fail 
to meet objectives)
1. Unclear business objectives
2. Lack of engaged, visible leadership at executive level
3. Poor communications
4. Lack of project methodology or poor adherence to the 
methodology used
5. Resistance to change within the organization
6. Failure to prepare the organization for change, 
including inadequate training
7. Failure of user departments to take ownership
8. Lack of experience of project team
9. Incomplete requirements definition
Donovan, "There is No Magic in ERP Software: It's in 
Preparation of the Process and People." (3 reasons for 
failure)
1. Inaccuracies in data records and sales and operations 
planning problems
2. Poorly educated and trained users
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3. Not correcting fundamental flaws in underlying 
business processes
Ligus, 2004 (12 reasons for ERP implementation failure)
1. Lack of Top Management Commitment
2. Inadequate Requirements Definition
3. Poor ERP Package Selection
4. Inadequate Resources
5. Resistance to Change/Lack of Buy-in
6. Miscalculation of Time and Effort
7. Misfit of Application Software with Business Processes
8. Unrealistic Expectation of Benefits and ROI
9. Inadequate Training and Education
10. Poor Project Design and Management
11. Poor Communications
12. Ill-advised Cost Cutting
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